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Abstract—We experimentally demonstrate a scalable and broadband reconfigurable multimode demultiplexer/switch (RMDS) for mode-division multiplexed inter- and intra-chip data communication systems. The RMDS exploits a thermo-optically tuned tapered multimode interference coupler, enabling simultaneous transmission of the fundamental and first order quasi transverse electric modes in C-band. It is used as the building block in a mode demultiplexer with $-20$ dB crosstalk, which can be reconfigured as a mode selecting switch with 10.9 $\mu$s switching time. An aggregated bandwidth of $2 \times 10$ Gb/s is achieved by the parallel transmission of two nonreturn-to-Zero (NRZ) PRBS31 data signals at $10^{-12}$ bit-error-rate with 2.8 dB BER power penalty. A 1.55 pJ/bit energy efficiency is estimated for a proposed multimode optical link.

Index Terms—Silicon photonics, Photonic integrated circuits, Optical packet switching, Optical interconnections.

I. INTRODUCTION

COMPUTATIONAL speed and complexity of high performance computing systems in data centers are rapidly increasing to keep pace with the skyrocketing demand of global IP traffic. Bandwidth density and energy consumption are two key concerns in modern data centers, where hundreds of thousands of massively parallel computers are interconnected to facilitate high speed parallel data movement [1]. Optical interconnect using complementary metal oxide (CMOS) compatible silicon photonics is evolving as a promising solution to diminish this communication bottleneck, enabled by low-cost and mature silicon-on-insulator (SOI) fabrication and processing technology [2]. In inter- and intra-chip data communications, wavelength-division-multiplexing (WDM) requires multiple lasers and optical filters for each communicating channel imposing cost and complexity. Alternate multiplexing schemes such as polarization-division-multiplexing (PDM), space-division-multiplexing (SDM), and mode-division-multiplexing (MDM), along with WDM, are being developed for greater bandwidth density, higher aggregated channel capacity, and better energy efficiency in chip scale silicon photonics systems [3].

The unique potential of MDM lies on the orthogonality of different eigenmodes inside an SOI waveguide. The large refractive index contrast between propagating (Si) and surrounding (SiO$_2$) materials allow simultaneous parallel data transmission over a single physical channel. The optical link capacity is increased with a better potential of scalability and energy consumption [4]. However, mitigating inter-modal crosstalk is challenging in the MDM approach due to continuous overlap among different propagating modes, which requires more robust design of on-chip photonic components and devices. In recent years, significant research effort is given towards the development of on-chip MDM links. Mode converters using tapered waveguides [5] and mode-selective filters using directional couplers [6] are reported. Multimode (de)multiplexers are demonstrated using adiabatic directional couplers (ADC) [7], [8], micro ring resonators (MRR) [9], multimode interference (MMI) couplers [10], and both symmetric [11] and asymmetric [12] Y-junctions. WDM and MDM are combined demonstrating 4.35 Tb/s aggregated data transmission over 87 WDM channels using MRR and tapered directional couplers [13]. A 64-channel hybrid (de)multiplexer is reported using arrayed wavelength gratings (AWG) and ADC [14]. WDM compatible multimode switching is demonstrated using MRR [15], [16] and Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) [17]. On-chip MDM link exploiting the propagation of optical supermode using closely-spaced SOI waveguides is reported [18], [19], [20]. Recently, we demonstrated a high-speed mode switch with 2.5 ns switching time using a symmetric Y-junction [21].

We recently also demonstrated an on-chip mode-selecting switch (MSS) [22] comprising of cascaded MMI couplers and thermo-optic phase-shifters. A mode decomposer MMI is the most critical component of the MSS providing the required modal separation and channel crosstalk. In this paper, we demonstrate a novel scalable and broadband reconfigurable mode demultiplexer/switch (RMDS) using this mode decomposer as the building block of a mode demultiplexer and a mode switch. The proof-of-concept device can concurrently transmit and switch high speed optical data over the fundamental and the first order quasi-transverse electric (quasi-TE) modes. The quasi-TE0 and quasi-TE1 modes are launched using only one C-band laser (from 1500 nm to 1600 nm) improving the energy...
efficiency. Parallel data transmission is confirmed by the simultaneous transmission of two individual nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ) data packets at 10 Gb/s. For mode demultiplexing, a mode combiner stage is needed after the RMDS to retrieve the input TE0 and TE1 modes. This mode combiner is replaced by a mode switching MMI in the MSS as reported in [22]. As the propagation and manipulation of different eigenmodes in a waveguide is critically related to the dimension of the photonic components, which makes it difficult to manipulate different mode orders in the same structure, the quasi-TE1 mode is decomposed to its fundamental (0TE1) components before processing. Distortion free data transmission is demonstrated for 2 × 10 Gb/s aggregated bandwidth with a bit-error-rate (BER) of 10**-12 and <2.8 dB power penalty while simultaneously transmitting two data channels.

II. DESIGN AND WORKING PRINCIPLE OF THE RECONFIGURABLE MODE DEMULTIPLEXER/SWITCH (RMDS)

The 3D schematic of the proposed RMDS is shown in Fig. 1. The RMDS is a 1 × 3 MMI coupler consisting of a multimode input port (port 1) and three single-mode output ports (port 2, port 3 and port 4). For the single-mode transmission, either the fundamental (quasi-TE0) or the first-order (quasi-TE1) mode is launched at port 1. The input TE0 mode is mapped onto port 3 as 0TE0 with a smaller mode-field diameter (MFD). The input TE1 mode is decomposed into two fundamental mode components of equal amplitudes but with opposite phases. These mode components are mapped to port 2 and port 4 as 0TE1. For the multimode transmission, both the TE0 and the TE1 modes are launched simultaneously at port 1 and separated at the output ports into their fundamental mode components. The 0TE0 component from TE0 mode is mapped to port 3, and the 0TE1 components from TE1 mode are mapped to port 2 and port 4.

A 220 nm thick SOI waveguide core with a 90 nm thick silicon slab is used for guiding and propagating the optical signal. The waveguides are buried in between a 2 μm thick bottom oxide layer and a 3 μm thick top oxide cladding layer. A commercial simulation tool from Lumerical is used for modeling the effective refractive indices of the first four quasi-TE modes (TE0, TE1, TE2 and TE3) as a function of waveguide widths (Fig. 2). The cutoff widths of the access waveguides for the single-mode (TE0) and the multimode (TE0 + TE1) transmissions are 0.5 μm and 0.8 μm, respectively. The effective refractive index is less sensitive to the waveguide width variation for a wider waveguide resulting in greater robustness against process variation. For this reason, the width of the multimode waveguide is optimized to 1.0 μm.

In the MZI based devices, a small imbalance in the power coupling ratios between the coupler’s output ports contributes to large degradation in the crosstalk. Wider waveguide widths make MMI couplers more viable against fabrication process variations compared to adiabatic directional couplers. Hence, MMI couplers exhibit lower coupling power imbalance leading to higher extinction ratio (>25 dB) and lower crosstalk [23]. In addition, the lengths of adiabatic couplers increase with the number of modes, which challenges scalability to greater number of modes.

For a fixed MMI width of 6 μm, the estimated beat length (L<sub>b</sub>) of 90 μm and input/output locations of the MMI coupler are calculated by using the analytical equations in [24]. Like a mode filter with 100% mode conversion efficiency, the RMDS maps the symmetric (TE0) and the asymmetric (TE1) modes to the different output waveguides. For the symmetric mode, we applied the theory of symmetric interference, where the input that is launched at the center of the MMI forms the M-th N-fold image at a distance, L<sub>M,MMI</sub>, defined by [25]

\[
L_{M,MMI} = \frac{M}{4N} (3L_b)
\]

The principle of general interference is applied for the asymmetric mode which satisfies the length, L<sub>M,MMI</sub>, as long as the single-mode input waveguide is not positioned at the center of the MMI [26]. Considering the wider multimode input waveguide (1.0 μm wide) as two single mode waveguides (0.5 μm wide) placed next to each other, this condition is satisfied. To obtain the first (M = 1) single image (N = 1), the MMI length \(L_{M,MMI}\) becomes \(\frac{3}{4} L_b\).
Optical reflection and scattering losses at the input and output ends are minimized by adding 10 μm long tapers, which allow more than 98% transmissions of both TE0 and TE1 modes satisfying adiabatic condition [27]. The normalized transmission of the TE0 and the TE1 modes at the input taper (port 1) of the RMDS is shown in Fig. 3, confirming adiabatic transmission of both modes. The inset is the zoomed-in of the peak optical powers.

From Fig. 4, these conditions are satisfied for an RMDS length of 68 μm when the TE0-to-port3 transmission, and both TE1-to-port2 and TE1-to-port4 transmissions are maximum, and the TE0-to-port4 transmission is minimum. It is observed in Fig. 4 that TE0 transmissions at port 2 and port 4 are sensitive to MMI length. Although MMI’s are more tolerant to fabrication process variation than single mode (0.5 μm wide) waveguides, a small change in the MMI dimension can result in large crosstalk between port 3 and port 2 or between port 3 and port 4. As ±10 nm change in dimension can be expected from the fabrication error [28], the crosstalk between port 3 and port 2 for TE0 transmission is estimated within ±20 nm range, and shown in Fig. 5 as a function of RMDS length and width variations. The initial length and width are 68 μm and 6 μm, respectively, representing 0 μm variation. Negligible change in crosstalk is observed with length variation. However, crosstalk increases from −39.4 dB to −31.7 dB with the width variation, although remains <−31 dB within this range.

The simulated scattering matrix (S-matrix) including all possible input/output combinations of all mode components for a 68 μm long RMDS is shown in Fig. 6 when a multimode (TE0+TE1) optical signal of 0 dBm (1 mW) input power is launched at port 1. The power leakage at port 2 and port 4 from the TE0 input is comparatively higher (−53 dBm) than the leakage at port 3 from the TE1 input (−190 dBm). Although the simulation accounts for multiple reflection events, it does not take into account the scattering losses from waveguide sidewall roughness and uneven waveguide surfaces leading to these unrealistic values of leakage power. However, these simulation results remain valuable in providing information on relative crosstalk among the output ports. As the beam divergence of a propagating Gaussian beam is inversely proportional to the beam radius at its launching point [29], the higher leakage at port 2 and port 4 may result from the higher MFD of the TE0 mode than that of TE1 mode at port 3. Very small back reflection (∼10−2 dB) is expected at each port leading to small
optical return loss. Note that higher order quasi-TE (e.g., TE2, TE3, etc.) and quasi-TM (e.g., TM0, TM1, etc.) modes are not considered in the simulation, assuming little inter-modal power leakage from these modes. In reality, these unexpected modes affect the net transmission at each output port. This will be discussed in the next section. As the RMDS is demonstrated as a proof-of-concept device using TE0 and TE1 modes, we will limit our discussion to TE0 and TE1 modes.

III. MODE DEMULTIPLEXING

The mode demultiplexer (MD) requires four cascaded MMIs (a 3-dB splitter, a mode multiplexer, the RMDS, and a 3-dB coupler), and two resistive heater phase-shifters (PS-1 and PS-2), as shown in Fig. 7. The phase-shifters are used for tuning the relative phases of the $^{0}\text{TE1}$ components for multiplexing and demultiplexing the TE1 mode to and from the multimode waveguide, respectively. Note that the transmission of the TE0 mode does not require a phase-shift. Each phase-shifter is 250 $\mu$m long consisting of highly N-doped (N++$)$ silicon slab placed 700 nm away from the waveguide core. The detailed design of the phase-shifter can be found in [30].

A. Design and Working Principle

As a mode mux and a mode demux are identical devices with opposite input/output direction, a single bi-directional component can be designed for both multiplexing and demultiplexing operations. The simulated electrical fields in the RMDS are shown in Fig. 8(a), (c) and (e) for the single channel transmission of TE0 mode, single channel transmission of TE1 mode, and dual channel transmission ($^{0}\text{TE0+TE1}$) mode, respectively. The net optical transmissions from 1500 nm to 1600 nm corresponding to each mode are shown in Fig. 8(b), (d) and (f), respectively.

For the single channel transmission, either the $^{0}\text{TE0 in}$ or the $^{0}\text{TE1 in}$ input ports (Fig. 7) are used for the transmission of the TE0 mode or the TE1 mode, respectively. For the TE0 transmission, the input light is coupled to the middle input port of the mode mux and mapped to its multimode output port with a larger MFD. The RMDS maps this beam to its port 3 output port as $^{0}\text{TE0}$, shown in Fig. 8(a), without any decomposition to retrieve the original optical signal at the $^{0}\text{TE0 out}$ output port. A $-29$ dB crosstalk is estimated at 1550 nm with $-1.5$ dB insertion loss (IL), as shown in Fig. 8(b). This crosstalk is higher than that of Figs. 4 and 6, where only TE0 and TE1 modes are considered for the length optimization. However, in reality, higher order quasi-TE and quasi-TM modes may cause power leakage and inter-mode cross-coupling resulting in crosstalk degradation.

For the TE1 transmission, the 3-dB splitter separates the optical input into two fundamental mode components with the same phase as the original input signal, corresponding to a phase-shift of $\Delta \varphi = 0$. As the two mode components of a TE1 mode are out-of-phase by $\pi$ rad, a phase-shift of $\Delta \varphi = \pi$ is applied to one of the mode components by thermo-optically tuning the PS-1 phase-shifter. These two $\pi$-phase-shifted components are coupled to the upper and the lower input ports of the mode mux and mapped as TE1 mode to its multimode output port. The RMDS then decomposes the two mode components as $^{0}\text{TE1}$ at its port 2 and port 4 output ports, as shown in Fig. 8(c). These two mode components are phase-matched by the PS-2 phase-shifter, recombined by the 3-dB coupler, and retrieved at the $^{0}\text{TE1 out}$ output port with simulation results estimating insignificant crosstalk ($<-280$ dB) and an IL ranging from $-6.3$ dB to $-9.0$ dB in C-band (1500 nm–1600 nm), as shown in Fig. 8(d).

For dual channel transmission, the CW input from a single laser is power divided by an off-chip 50/50 power splitter to simultaneously couple two optical signals to both the $^{0}\text{TE0 in}$ and the $^{0}\text{TE1 in}$ input ports. The RMDS decomposes the multimode ($^{0}\text{TE0+TE1}$) signal and maps the $^{0}\text{TE0}$ component to port 3, and the two $^{0}\text{TE1}$ components to port 2 and port 4, respectively (Fig. 8(e)). The simulated IL obtained are $-7.3$ dB, $-4.0$ dB and $-7.5$ dB at port 2, port 3 and port 4, respectively, as shown in Fig. 8(f). The degradation in IL may arise from the inter-mode cross-coupling between the TE0 and the TE1 modes while propagating through the multimode waveguide. This may cause a power leakage in the net transmission of the corresponding modes at the output ports.

The MD was fabricated using 193 nm deep ultraviolet (DUV) lithography at the Institute of Microelectronics (A’STAR IME),
through a multi-project wafer (MPW) service managed by Canadian Microelectronic Corporation (CMC) Microsystems. The optical microscope image of the fabricated chip is shown in Fig. 9(a). Although two waveguide crossings at C1 and C2 are shown in the schematic in Fig. 7, these crossings are removed in the design layout by unfolding the input and output waveguides, and routing them around the grating coupler array to reduce inter-mode cross-coupling. Indeed, this modification in the device layout increases the total device footprint which can be reduced by using a low-loss waveguide crossing. Fig. 9(b) is a zoomed-in view of the fabricated RMDS, which is designed as a $3 \times 3$ MMI coupler using the principle of general interference but fabricated as a $1 \times 3$ MMI, where $30 \mu m$ long tapers are added at the unused ports to reduce the reflection loss.

B. Experimental Results

The experimental setup to validate the fabricated chip is shown in Fig. 10. First, the MD is characterized with a CW optical signal using a tunable laser source (Yenista Tunics T100R). On-chip surface grating couplers with a 3-dB bandwidth of 47 nm at 1550 nm vertically couple the continuous wave (CW) optical signal at the fundamental mode from the laser through a fiber-array. For the single channel measurement, the input power is 0 dBm. For the dual channel measurement, the input power is increased to 3 dBm to compensate for the 50/50 splitter. The decorrelation of two channels was performed through an SMF-28 fiber delay line providing 480 bit delay between two propagating channels (>16-bit minimum walk-off requirement [31]). A short waveguide connecting two vertical grating couplers is used as a reference structure for the fiber-to-fiber insertion loss (IL) measured to be $-10.5$ dB at 1550 nm. The optical transmissions are normalized to the IL of this reference waveguide.

The optical transmissions as a function of wavelength for both single channel and dual channel are shown in Fig. 11. For the single channel transmission at 1550 nm (Fig. 11(a)), the IL for the TE0 mode ($TE0 \text{ in} \rightarrow TE0 \text{ out}$) is $-2.2$ dB, and for the TE1 mode ($TE1 \text{ in} \rightarrow TE1 \text{ out}$) it is $-6.0$ dB. As the TE1 mode
propagates with a lower effective refractive index than the TE0 mode (Fig. 2), it is likely that the corresponding TE1 optical beam is less confined inside the multimode waveguide with a longer evanescent tail being outside the waveguide core. This may lead to higher IL for the TE1 mode. The crosstalks for the TE0 transmission \((\text{TE0 in } \rightarrow \text{TE1 out})\) is less than \(-21.0\) dB and that for TE1 transmission \((\text{TE1 in } \rightarrow \text{TE0 out})\) is less than \(-20.0\) dB over 100 nm wavelength range. For the dual channel transmission (Fig. 11(b)), the TE0 and TE1 modes exhibit \(-5.5\) dB and \(-7.3\) dB IL, respectively. The higher IL in the multimode transmission indicates inter-mode cross-coupling between TE0 and TE1 modes, and possibly modal leakage of the higher order quasi-TE (e.g., TE2, TE3) and quasi-TM (e.g., TM0, TM1) modes. Although the effective refractive indices of these modes are very small (<1.95 for the strip waveguide as reported in ref. [3]) resulting in negligible optical power transmission, these undesired modes may cause the leakage of optical power from the dominant TE0 and TE1 modes leading to higher loss.

For payload data transmission, a 10 Gb/s NRZ PRBS-31 signal is generated by an Anritsu MP 1800A pulse pattern generator (PPG). A modulated and amplified optical input signal is coupled to the device under test (DUT) in quasi-TE polarization, maintained by a polarization controller (PC). The output is detected by a 20 GHz photodetector (PD) of \(-18\) dB sensitivity. For the back-to-back (B2B) BER measurement, reported in Fig. 13(a) and (b), the DUT is replaced by an optical attenuator (VOA) with the corresponding loss of the TE0 output transmission in both cases. An Anritsu 20 GHz signal generator is used as the clock synthesizer to provide the external clock to the PPG and the error detector, and the trigger to the Agilent 86100C digital communication analyzer (DCA) for recording eye diagrams. The eye diagrams in Fig. 12(a) and (b) are recorded for single channel inputs in the TE0 \((\text{TE0 in } \rightarrow \text{TE0 out})\) and the TE1 \((\text{TE1 in } \rightarrow \text{TE1 out})\) transmissions, respectively. For the dual channel input \((\text{TE0} + \text{TE1})\), the optical payload is transmitted simultaneously over both TE0 and TE1 modes and the eye diagrams are recorded at the TE0 out and TE1 out output ports, shown in Fig. 12(c) and (d), respectively. Clear and open eyes are observed in all channels demonstrating distortion-free high-speed data transmission for both TE0 and TE1 modes. The measured BER as a function of the average received optical power is shown in Fig. 13(a) for the single channel and in Fig. 13(b) for the dual channel transmissions along with the back-to-back (B2B) conditions in both cases. A BER of \(10^{-12}\) is observed for all channels at an aggregated data rate of \(2 \times 10\) Gb/s demonstrating error free data transmission. The power penalties in the single mode transmission (Fig. 11(a)) are 0.9 dB and 1.1 dB in the TE0 out and the TE1 out output ports, respectively. The cascaded MMI structures are likely causing
greater inter-modal cross-coupling to higher-order modes (TE2 and higher) resulting in BER power penalties. In dual channel transmission, the power penalties are 1.2 dB for the TE0 mode and 2.8 dB for the TE1 mode. The increase in BER power penalties is assumed to be the effect of higher order inter-mode cross-coupling and associated increase in IL in the multimode transmission as reported in Fig. 11(b). Note that no optical filter is used in the experiment as the filter adds $-2$ dB insertion loss without significant improvement of electrical SNR and eye-quality. This situation results in higher ASE noise in the photoreceiver which may impact the power penalty.

IV. MODE SWITCHING

The detail design and experimental validation of mode switching operation is reported in [22], where a mode selecting switch (MSS) is realized using the RMDS as a mode decomposer to switch different data channels over TE0 and TE1 modes. Its on-off-keying (OOK) switching characterization and system level performances are used to compare with the MD and to confirm the reconfigurability of the RMDS. The MSS also consists of four cascaded MMIs as in the mode demultiplexer. However, the 3-dB splitter in the MD (Fig. 7) is followed by a mode selector instead of the mode mux, and a mode switching MMI block follows the RMDS replacing the mode coupler. Two over-clad heaters are used as phase-shifters. Each thermally controlled phase shifter consists of 120 nm thick, 100 $\mu$m long, and 6 $\mu$m wide TiN thin film, designed on [32].

A. Design and Working Principle

A schematic of the mode switch is shown in Fig. 14. Among the two phase-shifters, PS-1 is tuned for selecting either the TE0 or the TE1 mode. The second phase-shifter (PS-2) is tuned for spatially switching the modes among the three output ports of the mode switch MMI. Although the RMDS was designed for 70 $\mu$m length in the MSS, we later optimized the length to be 68 $\mu$m for better modal separation and less crosstalk. Indeed, this small difference in length was compensated by tuning the PS-2 phase-shifter.

The simulated electric fields of the mode switch MMI for three different phase-shift conditions of the PS-2 are shown in Fig. 15(a), (c) and (e), and the corresponding simulated transmissions are shown in Fig. 15(b), (d) and (f), respectively. For the TE0 transmission, the RMDS maps the mode field as is, to its port 3 output port as $^0$TE0 without any decomposition, but with a larger MFD. The mode switch maps it as TE0 to the mid output port with no phase-shift ($\Delta \varphi = 0$), as shown in Fig. 15(a). In Fig. 15(b), less than $-40$ dB crosstalk is estimated with $-0.2$ dB IL at 1550 nm. For the TE1 transmission, the RMDS decomposes the mode fields as $^0$TE1 in port 2 and port 4, which are $\pi$-out-of-phase with each other. The mode switch recombines the $^0$TE1 components and switches it to the down output ports for $\Delta \varphi = \pi/2$ (Fig. 15(c)) and to the up output port for $\Delta \varphi = 3\pi/2$ (Fig. 15(e)). The estimated crosstalk is less than $-33$ dB and the IL at 1550 nm is $-2.0$ dB for both down and up output ports, as shown in Fig. 15(d) and (f), respectively.
TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE MODE DEMULTIPLEXER (MD) AND THE MODE SELECTING SWITCH (MSS) USING RMDS AS THE BUILDING BLOCK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>MD</th>
<th>MSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transmission</td>
<td>Single channel</td>
<td>Dual channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel</td>
<td>TE0</td>
<td>TE0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL (dB)</td>
<td>-6.0</td>
<td>-5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crosstalk (dB)</td>
<td>-21</td>
<td>-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating range (nm)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switching time (μs)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical power (mW)</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BER Power penalty (dB)</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The MSS was fabricated using the same service as for the MD. An optical microscopic image of the fabricated chip is shown in Fig. 16 with a footprint area of 450 μm × 50 μm. The footprint area is reduced by folding the waveguides with 7 μm bends forming Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) of 243 μm long arms.

B. Experimental Results

The instrumentation and the testing procedure for the MSS is the same as for the MD except for the switching operation. In the MD, the TE0 and the TE1 modes always appear at the TE0 out and TE1 out output ports, respectively. However, in the MSS, the TE1 mode is spatially switched between the down and the up output ports, and the TE0 mode is mapped to the mid output port. The mid, down, and up output ports exhibit −1.9 dB, −13.5 dB, and −13.2 dB IL, respectively [22]. For the characterization of dynamic switching performance, a 25.8 kHz electrical square wave is generated by the 10 Gb/s Anritsu PPG, and applied as the gating signal for the PS-1 with a 2.1 V peak-to-peak voltage. The switch responses are recorded in real-time using a Keysight InfiniiVision DSO-X-3034A Oscilloscope of 350 MHz bandwidth measuring a 15 ns rise and fall time of the square wave.

Fig. 17 shows the switching of PS-1 between mid, down, and up output ports in response to the gating signal when PS = 4.2 V. The TE0 signal appears only at the mid output port with a measured rise and fall times of 10.7 μs and 10.9 μs, respectively. The TE1 signal switches between the down and the up output ports. The fall and rise times are 10.9 μs and 10.6 μs, respectively at the down output port. For the up output port, the fall and rise times are 10.6 μs and 10.8 μs, respectively. The measured BER as a function of received optical power is shown in Fig. 18. A BER of 10^{-12} at an aggregated data rate of 2 × 10 Gb/s is achieved in all output ports and in the B2B condition. The power penalties for the mid, down and up output ports with respect to the B2B are 0.8, 1.4, and 1.7 dB, respectively. The insets of Fig. 18 show the recorded eye diagrams at all three output ports. Clear and open eyes are observed in all channels demonstrating distortion free high-speed data transmission for both TE0 and TE1 modes.

V. DISCUSSION

The experimental results are summarized in Table I for both the MD and the MSS. The higher IL of −13.5 dB for the TE1 mode in the MSS is due to the destructive interference, applied by the PS-1 phase-shifter, between two input arms of the mode selector MMI (Fig. 14). This is required to cancel the TE0 mode and select TE1 mode for switching. The 10.9 μs switching time can be further improved to 1.8 μs by using resistive heater phase-shifter [33]. The electrical power consumption of the MSS is higher due to the lower thermo-optic tuning efficiency of the TiN heater as measured to be 35.5 mW/π compared to that of resistive heater of 21 mW/π [30]. Although the TE1 output of the dual channel transmission in the MD exhibits higher BER power penalty of 2.8 dB, it is sufficient for a good eye opening as shown in Fig. 10(d), and comparable to the reported value in [17].

To estimate the overall on-chip power consumption of a MDM link, we consider the dual channel transmission of the MD. The on-chip optical power of the laser was measured to be 10.8 dBm (12 mW), excluding the wall-plug efficiency as done in [29]. Considering a reported 3 mW receiver power including a hybrid integrated Ge-on-Si photodetector of −17 dB sensitivity, 0.8 mW electrical power and 3 mW thermal tuning power of a MRR based silicon modulator of −7 dB IL [34] and a measured 12.3 mW thermal-tuning power of the MD, the total power consumption of the link is 31.1 mW at 2 × 10 Gb/s aggregated data rate. This corresponds to an on-chip energy efficiency of
1.55 pJ/bit, which is less than the reported estimated efficiency of 1.9 pJ/bit [35]. The optical link budget is shown in Table II for this link.

The RMDS can be scaled up to accommodate higher order quasi-TE (e.g., TE2, TE3, etc.) modes by carefully designing its width and length for mapping higher order modes. As each mode component will require some amount of phase-shift for switching and maintaining sufficient crosstalk between demultiplexed signals, the number of phase shifters will increase the total footprint. To compensate a probable increase in the BER power penalty caused by the higher inter-modal cross-coupling of the higher order modes, efficient and low-power phase-shifters are required. Indeed, an experimental verification is needed to determine the plausible mode numbers for a scalable RMDS.

VI. CONCLUSION

To summarize, we demonstrate a reconfigurable multimode demultiplexer switch (RMDS) for MDM silicon photonic systems. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of such a device that can be reconfigured to perform both mode demultiplexing and mode switching of high speed optical data. An aggregated bandwidth of 2 × 10 Gb/s is achieved at 10⁻¹² BER with less than 2.8 dB power penalty. The RMDS can be scaled up for higher order mode transmission by engineering the length and the width of the MMI with more output ports and phase-shifter stages. A multimode optical link using the RMDS is proposed with an estimated 1.55 pJ/bit energy efficiency. The RMDS can be used as a building block for the deployment of high capacity optical links in short-reach interconnects allowing the parallel transmission and switching of multiple independent data packets for a potential increase in link energy/bit performance.
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